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PLT Title 

Reteaching for Retention 

 
Blurb for PLT Conference Brochure 
When your students don’t show mastery of a skill on a test, what do you do? Do your students have 
trouble retaining information after a unit is completed? This PLT tried different strategies for reteaching 
and retesting skills throughout the 2012-2013 school year in order to help students retain 
math concepts. 
 
 

 
Contact Information (Write * next to facilitator’s name.) 

Name School Grade Level or Subject 

Becky Moyer * Chenery Middle School Grade 7 Math 

Wendy Coleman Chenery Middle School Grade 8 Math 

Sarah Steward Chenery Middle School Grade 8 Math 

 
PLT SMART Goal  

During this year, we will organize and analyze results from assessments and use these findings to adjust practices and 
future assessments. 
 
 
 

 
Key Actions 

 
1. Make a record of test questions or topics that at least 25% of students lost significant points on 

 

2.  Re-teach these questions/topics during the next unit. 

 

3. Re-assess those topics during the next unit 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
Findings  

 
We found that it was difficult to always quantify which questions had 25% or more of students not demonstrate 
proficiency.  For most assessments, that takes an enormous amount of time, especially considering the different points 
of confusion students can have on multi-step or multi-part problems.  We found that other methods were more useful 
in determining which skills needed extra review. 
 
More often we made conclusions on which topics students had difficulty with by our observations during grading.  We 
also found success in using dipsticking and check-in tickets (either at the beginning of class, somewhere after the main 
lesson to see who was ready to move to homework, or at the end to use to evaluate understanding for the next day's 
lesson.).   
 
We focused on repeated review of particular topics which proved challenging for students to remember.  Depending 
on the topic needing review, different approaches were needed.  If it was a generally strong topic, it was effective to 
place the review topic as part of a new question in a different unit.  For skills requiring students to recall and apply 
rules, in-class review where individual steps were broken down again was effective. 
 
Additionally, we have found that giving students structures to use where they evaluate their own understanding is very 
helpful.  Students at the middle school level often are unable to discern their own strengths and weaknesses.  Helping 
them to do this more independently has helped students learn to monitor  their own learning.  For example, we saw 
success in having students complete a study guide, rate their understanding on the different topics, then have them 
write a study plan to address their weaknesses.     
 
 

 
Recommendations / Next Steps  

 
We recommend that teachers do make a point of going back and examining topics from earlier in the year where 
students struggle.  While it can be difficult to make time to go back to review previous information, it can be very 
rewarding for both student and teacher to revisit a challenging topic and see students making the connections they 
need to obtain the skill.  It also is something that is a great fit for days interrupted by assemblies, or days with 
substitute teachers, given clear example problems for students to follow. 
 
We were excited by the possibility of using more cumulative unit tests, which was piloted this year in the 8th grade 
math class.  It is important for students to retain information in mathematics, and having all tests be cumulative sends 
that message to students.  We would like to explore the possibility of expanding that assessment  style to other 
courses. 
 

 


